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User Name Remember Me? PT Cruiser Forum Advertisements. What is relay location??? Re:
What is relay location??? Chrome, He has a model. You say the relays on the firewall and the
fan shroud are all the same and have the same part number. So what? In most cases a relay is a
relay. There's nothing unusual about that. Share Share this post on Digg Del. Crewzin - I just am
not used to all the electrical components. Give me something mechanical and I can make it
work. Still learning this electrical crap. There are no relays in the PDC. Only fuses and fusable
links?? They changed all the electrics in and you now have a IPM Integrated Power Module with
all the fuses and fusible links except the ones on the fire wall and fan housing. Before that there
was a PDC with fuses and relays and there was a second fuse box in the interior of the car with
about 20 more fuses. Chromenut's Gallery. Guess I could have opened my hood and looked.
The fuse box looks just like it shows in the service manual. Great, nice to know the service
manual is a POS Here's what an engine should look like, and Crewzin can chime in with his
gorgeous photos too: I'm not meaning to be offensive or insulting, but jeesh dude, clean that
danged thing! Originally Posted by Chromenut. Engine just slightly warm, spray on some
Simple Green and rinse off with garden hose, not high pressure, just enough to rinse. Keep
away from alternator, battery and fuse panels, and any other electrical connections. I started 11
years ago when it was new and still stock. Clean it about twice a week and for shows that I used
to attend times a month. I use a Shop Vac with the hose coming out the end that blows get your
mind out of the gutter. Point it towards the engine with one hand and a long artist brush in the
other hand. Wipe down everything I can touch, loosening the dust and dirt, while blowing a
force of air at the same spot. In other words, I don't let it get dirty or build up any dirt. A wet
microfiber towel after that if there's any water spots from driving in the rain. I don't let it get dirty
or build up any dirt. All this week to now find out that the radiator cap is trash and that the head
gasket is cracked. Keeps losing antifreeze every days and no signs of it. Radiator shop
confirmed today that it is losing it into the exhaust. TIme for this POS to go to a mechanic Don't
know your mileage, but while they take head off for new gasket, have a new timing belt, water
pump, etc. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are
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Chromenut Obsessed Cruiser. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Hid kit relay. Relay location?
Location of Horn Relay. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Bookmark in
Technorati. Tweet this thread. Share on Facebook! User Name Remember Me? PT Cruiser
Forum Advertisements. What is relay location??? I need to know the location of the high speed
fan relay on a PT Cruiser, base model. It is not in the same location as models, so please don't
state that. I bought a Chilton book that is worthless. There is no help online for it's location
either. And so far I have not seen an answer in this forum nor any other forum. I cannot find any
free service manuals online. And since I now live in CA, cannot take it to parts store for check
engine light that is now on. The original problem is overheating. I replaced the thermostat,
didn't work. Have found the low speed relays and they test out ok. For now I will connect thru
one of the relays on the fan shroud to a spot in the fuse box that only has power while the ign is
on. The fan runs when power is applied to 87 port of the relay. Share Share this post on Digg
Del. Re: What is relay location??? Welcome to the forums. You say "Have found the low speed
relays and they test out ok" - there should only be one - the other would be high speed relay.
Lots of times when fan dies, it dies on one speed only There are 2 relays attached to the fan
shroud. They are the exact same relay same shape, part number and pin configuration. Both
relays test out good that is according the Manufactures method and the Chilton manual. Yes,
only one speed is working, the high speed when there is power applied to the fan. I replaced
both relays with a brand new one and still no fan like it should. The high speed relay is a
different shape and pin configuration. BUT, where is it located???? That is the million dollar
question It makes no sense that there would be TWO relays for one speed - one is for low, the
other for high speed, and it makes sense they would be identical. I see you are in the other
thread about an '01 overheating issue - they would not change for '07 what would not need to be
changed. I have up loaded photos of the engine bay area. The fuse box is different then other
year models. Originally Posted by dwpate5. Yes your right The relays in the site you linked to,
that's the models and yes they area different shape and configuration and they are located in
the PDC Power Distribution Center under the hood. There is also another fuse box in the interior
for the to models. In there is only one box under the hood called the IPM Integrated Power
Module and they moved the relays for the fan to the shroud and they look the same. Forget
about the Haynes and Chilton Manuals for the Cruisers. I have them and the Haynes and Chilton

Manuals and so far they are about the same. They don't show the new location of the
Crankshaft Position Sensor since they moved them in , still showing the old location above the
oil filter and all the wiring diagrams in the back of the books look the same even though a lot of
things changed in with the re-vamp of the electrical system. No big and small one, just two the
same relays attached to the shroud. Also as I was helping others find a new fan on eBay, you
can see the relays on the newer model fans and they look exactly the same. Look at the eBay
link for the fan and look at the corner of the fan for the two relays. Sure look the same to me.
Maybe internally, they are different. Maybe I'm wrong altogether I've been wrong before. In my
07 model, the 2 relays on the fan shroud and the 2 relays on the firewall are all the same. All
have the same part numbers on them. I just looked at an 05 turbo PT Cruiser and the
temperature is in the same location as mine. Part of that was having the fan replaced which was
under warranty. I have ordered the motor brushes from the company listed in The radiator fan
fix They should be here within 2 days. I posted the photos of the brushes. One was toast and
another one worn. I ponder if this is why the fan was not working properly. I plan on putting
everything back together and seeing what happens. I replaced the temp sensor today.
Chromenut's Gallery. I'll post a pic from the OEM service manual for you on the fan info.
However, there is an entire section, way too large to post here, on diagnosing the fan problems.
Looks pretty simple to diagnose, if you are into technical documents. I'll PM you on that.
According to this, the fan relays are in the PDC with all the other fuses. Pop the PDC cover off
and it will tell you which relays they are. Last edited by Chromenut; 11 Aug at am. BB code is
On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. All
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URL. About LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this thread. Share on
Facebook! Ad vertisements. In this article, you will find fuse box diagrams of Chrysler PT
Cruiser , , , , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and
learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. A Power Distribution Center is located in
the engine compartment; next to the air cleaner filter. A label identifying the components and
circuits is located on the underside of the cover. An Integrated Power Module is located in the
engine compartment near the air cleaner assembly. The fuse access panel is on the left side of
the instrument panel next to the steering column. Assignment of fuses in the Power Distribution
Center Assignment of fuses in the Integrated Power Module , , , , How to check the fuses? How
to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Fuse box location. This center contains cartridge fuses and mini fuses. A description of each
fuse and component may be stamped on the inside of the cover. To remove the panel, pull it
out, as shown. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on the inside of the
cover. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and
assignment of fuses and relays Chrysler PT Cruiser , , , , The wiring circuits in the vehicle are
protected from short circuits by fuses. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused by
electrical problems. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad fuse with a new one of the
identical size and rating. Fuses of the same amperage can be temporarily borrowed from
another fuse location if a fuse goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as possible. The fuse access
panel is on the left side of the instrument panel next to the steering column. To remove the
panel, pull it out, as shown. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on the
inside of the cover. A Power Distribution Center is located in the engine compartment; next to
the air cleaner filter. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on the underside
of the cover. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on
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your website. Do not repair fuses and never replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher
amp rating. This can cause damage to the electrical system and fire. If a fuse blows again
contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

